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Total Defence Forces in the Twenty-First Century
2023-12-15

total defence as a concept combines and extends military and civil defence in a state of war or emergency all social
institutions mobilize to defend the state total defence forces led by a diverse workforce of defence and security
professionals are critical to both national defence and international security goals total defence forces in the
twenty first century looks at the various groups that make up this workforce members of the military s regular force
reservists defence civil servants and contractors working for private military and security companies when civilian
staff and military personnel work towards a common goal their distinct professional cultures and identities can make
integration challenging despite the often high levels of partnership underlying differences affect the quality of the
collaboration and ultimately organizational and operational effectiveness defence ministries around the world are
increasingly recognizing the importance of optimizing the ways in which they employ and integrate civilian and
military personnel this volume focuses on a critical question what are the main challenges to workforce integration
and collaboration and how can such challenges be overcome to deliver the full potential of the total defence force
together scholars and practitioners provide some answers

The Irish Defence Forces since 1922
2012-02-20

born in the civil war of 1922 23 the army of the republic of ireland occupied a sensitive place in the national
culture for many years in world war ii it faced the challenge of maintaining ireland s integrity as a neutral post
war it found a new role in 1960 providing troops for the united nations intervention in the war torn congo and since
then has supported un missions in the middle east and elsewhere more recently the border with troubled ulster has
obliged the republic to invest in reform and modernisation ireland s freedom to seek examples and equipment worldwide
has created an interesting progression of uniforms illustrated in this study of ireland s forces over 80 years

Breaking Ranks
2016-10-06

in the late 1980s the army crisis was dominating headlines in ireland complaints of poor pay low morale and
unsatisfactory conditions for those serving in the defence forces were growing louder against the background of a
government accused of being indifferent and an army hierarchy accused of being incapable from amidst the turmoil a
group of women stepped up to pursue the rights of their men political crisis and a general election followed but a
commission established to examine the defence forces ignored the call for soldiers to acquire their own
representative body this book reveals for the first time the deep seated philosophies tensions and reservations
between ireland s military and its government from the foundation of the state to the present day it explores in
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detail the events that led to the successful pursuit of the democratic right of association for members of the armed
forces in ireland it articulates the concept of the citizen in uniform and the special relationship between members
of the armed forces and society this is the story of the breaking of ranks

The Armed Forces: Instrument of Peace, Strength, Development and Prosperity
2013-05-28

across the ages technological developments have been accelerated by the military this results from the fact that able
bodied vibrant youths are generally involved and are also exposed to high tech training prevailing at their times for
assignments defence and security that are essential but not desired they form the armed forces for the nations such
brilliant military officers like caesar and napoleon made their marks and in contemporary times the armed forces of
united states france britain australia etc are making remarkable contributions to technological developments such
infrastructure as the internet the gps and the cell phones are products that have significant military contributions
this book scans across the major regions of the world highlights the efforts of representative countries in the
regions and observes that nations that have harnessed the efforts of their armed forces have progressively developed
it is also observed that developments in america and europe though not entirely dependent on their armed forces have
been greatly affected by their efforts in asia such countries as the people s republic of china brazil india pakistan
and singapore utilise the human and material resources within the armed forces for national growth and cohesion
development effort is least in the african region except south africa and egypt notwithstanding the high potentials
as exhibited by nigeria s armed forces although attempts to industrialise through the armed forces may be able to
create economic development for developing nations such factors as historical background economic resources political
climate government policies and infrastructure are equally important economic development programme of an aspiring
country should i promote education and access to knowledge ii aspire to economic self sufficiency in economic power
iii allow and promote private sector and foreign participation in defence production research and development iv
commit itself to the establishment and support of defence industries v indigenise defence programmes establish a
balance between military and economic development and vi mobilise the nation s economy through technology partnership
with the private sector and foreign investors

The EU, Irish Defence Forces and Contemporary Security
2023-01-24

this book aids any researcher policymakers and military personnel in researching small states and militaries european
defence and security policy as well as contemporary and emerging threats this edited collection gathers academic
commentators on irish defence policy military leaders from across the service components of the irish defence forces
and european defence experts to contribute to the first in depth conversation and analysis on modern irish defence
and its application within the european union the aim of this edited book is to ascertain what capabilities are
robust which are lacking what future threats need to be catered for and what action is needed to ensure those threats
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will be addressed going forward this book will explore emerging issues and applications of modern and contemporary
threats within the context of ireland europe and western institutions we have invited submissions from scholars
commentators policymakers and military practitioners to evaluate the irish defence forces and to illustrate the
complexities facing small nations in formulating and resourcing defence and national security policy

The Irish Defence Forces since 1922
2004-10-22

born in the civil war of 1922 23 the army of the republic of ireland occupied a sensitive place in the national
culture for many years in world war ii 1939 1945 it faced the challenge of maintaining ireland s integrity as neutral
post war it found a new role in 1960 providing troops for the united nations intervention in the war torn congo and
since then has supported un missions in the middle east and elsewhere more recently the border with troubled ulster
has obliged the republic to invest in reform and modernisation ireland s freedom to seek examples and equipment
worldwide has created an interesting progression of uniforms illustrated in this study of ireland s forces over 80
years

Grit, Guts and Gallantry
2014

how do we understand the functions of militaries of democratic societies how good soldiers are made how they behave
when posted overseas the issue of gender and the increased use of military beyond their core functions all demand a
closer academic examination this edited collection brings together work by exciting new scholars as well as
established academics and examines the identity and functions of the new zealand army from a range of perspectives
drawing on anthropology political studies international relations development studies law and defence and security
studies it provides a multi faceted view of one military organisation and helps further our understanding of the
character and the challenges of military personnel and institutions in the twenty first century

Army Fundamentals
2017-05-01

when singapore declared independence in 1965 it faced the monumental task of building a military from scratch
aristocracy of armed talent tells the story of the development of the singapore armed forces through a collective
portrait of its leaders this book is based on interviews with twenty eight flag officers offering a firsthand look at
singapore s military from the very leaders who helped shape it it addresses the challenges singapore faced in
building its officer corps and encouraging individuals to stay and make a career out of military service in a society
where the majority chinese population traditionally devalued military careers and where military service was
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associated with foreign occupiers and colonizers singapore had to learn to build a culture of leadership for its
armed forces it also dispels some of the myths that have shrouded military culture in the country as former flag
officers are often recruited into senior civil service and political roles understating the military elite culture is
central to understanding singapore s politics this book provides a rare window on an exceptional and globally
influential institution

Aristocracy of Armed Talent
2019

this book is not a study in depth of the growth of israel s armed forces nor is it a historical analysis of the
military doctrines which those forces developed it is rather a sketch a profile of the people and events which
moulded first the resistance movement and then the army of the jewish state author s note

Shield of David
1970

until recently internal use of the armed forces has been generally regarded by the public as well as academic
commentators as conduct to be expected of a military or autocratic regime not a democratic government there is
however growing concern that the war on terror has been used to condition public opinion to accept the internal
deployment of the armed forces including for broader industrial and political purposes this book examines the
national and international law human rights and civil liberties issues involved in governments calling out troops to
deal with civil unrest or terrorism as the introduction of military call out legislation has become an emerging
global trend in the opening years of the 21st century there is considerable and growing interest in the
constitutional and related problems surrounding the deployment of military forces for domestic purposes examining the
changes underway in six comparable countries the united states canada britain germany japan and australia this book
provides a review and analysis of this trend including its implications for legal and political rights

Domestic Deployment of the Armed Forces
2016-05-13

how can countries decide what kind of military forces they need if threats are uncertain and history is full of
strategic surprises this is a question that is more pertinent than ever as countries across the asia pacific are
faced with the military and economic rise of china uncertainty is inherent in defence planning but different types of
uncertainty mean that countries need to approach decisions about military force structure in different ways this book
examines four different basic frameworks for defence planning and demonstrates how states can make decisions
coherently about the structure and posture of their defence forces despite strategic uncertainty it draws on case
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studies from the united states australian and new zealand each of which developed key concepts for their particular
circumstances and risk perception in asia success as well as failure in developing coherent defence planning
frameworks holds lessons for the united states and other countries as they consider how best to structure their
military forces for the uncertain challenges of the future

Defence Planning and Uncertainty
2014-04-24

in 1950 when he commissioned the first edition of the armed forces officer secretary of defense george c marshall
told its author s l a marshall that american military officers of whatever service should share common ground
ethically and morally in this new edition the authors methodically explore that common ground reflecting on the
basics of the profession of arms and the officer s special place and distinctive obligations within that profession
and especially to the constitution

The Armed Forces Officer
2017

based on extensive research on both sides of the atlantic including the biggest ever independent survey of serving
personnel the armed forces society offers a compelling insight into the views of our armed forces and the public they
serve the experience of wearing uniform in public how society could show its appreciation for service personnel in a
more tangible way their career expectations in civilian life and the attitudes of employers towards those leaving the
forces are among this issues discussed in this unique exploration of the relationship between our society and its
military

Defence Forces Handbook
2012-05-14

ever since myanmar regained her independence in january 1948 the tatmadaw myanmar armed forces has been crucial in
restoring and maintaining law and order it is one of the most important institutions in myanmar politics various
aspects of the tatmadaw have been studied the most notable area of study has been the political role of the military
this study looks at the organizational development of the myanmar armed forces it analyses four different aspects of
the tatmadaw military doctrine and strategy organization and force structure armament and force modernization and
military training and officer education it sets out security perceptions and policies charting developments in each
phase against the situation at the time and also notes the contributions of the leading actors in the process since
early 1990s the tatmadaw has implemented a force modernization programme this work studies rationales and strategy
behind the force modernization programme and examines the military capabilities of the tatmadaw drawing extensively
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from archival sources and existing literature this empirically grounded research argues that while the internal armed
security threat to the state continues to play an important role it is the external security threat that gives more
weight to the expansion and modernization of the tatmadaw since 1988 it also argues that despite its imperfections
the tatmadaw has transformed from a force essentially for counter insurgency operations into a force capable of
fighting in limited conventional warfare

The Armed Forces and Society
2009-01-22

discusses diversity in terms of gender and ethnicity in the armed forces of the united states canada united kingdom
germany france belgium netherlands israel and south africa

Building the Tatmadaw
1999

since its establishment in 1930 the irish military college has had a vital influence on not only the defence forces
but on the nation it has formed all of the nation s commissioned officers many of whom have achieved distinction both
within and outside of the defence forces the story of this relatively unknown national institution is intriguing as
it has attempted to fulfill the roles laid down for it in 1923 in training and instructing officers and officer
candidates the task has not been easy as the military college has inevitably been subject to the many changes and
fluctuations in the duties roles and fortunes of the wider defence forces in this book colonel tom hodson a former
instructor in the military college and a graduate of École de guerre paris charts its history he recounts how from
its early predecessor the army school of instruction the military college has repeatedly re invented itself
culminating in the requirement for today s modern institution to embrace and impart instruction based on the needs of
the irish defence forces and the procedures of european and nato armies

Managing Diversity in the Armed Forces
2016-08-01

consisting of eight parts this book includes the changing nature of the defence of national territory role
expeditionary warfare peacekeeping and humanitarian intervention defence diplomacy domestic military assistance and
internal security the authors come from a range of different groups involved in defence transformation processes
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College
1971

published each year since 1959 the military balance is an indispensable reference to the capabilities of armed forces
across the globe it is used by academia the media armed forces the private sector and government it is an open source
assessment of the military forces and equipment inventories of 171 countries with accompanying defence economics and
procurement data alongside detailed country data the military balance assesses important defence issues by region as
well as key global trends such as in defence technology and equipment modernisation this analysis is accompanied by
full colour graphics including maps and illustrations with extensive explanatory notes and reference information the
military balance is as straightforward to use as it is extensive the 2022 edition is accompanied by a fullcolour wall
chart illustrating security dynamics in the arctic

Armed Forces Newspaper Guide
1991

published each year since 1959 the military balance is an indispensable reference to the capabilities of armed forces
across the globe it will be of interest to anyone interested in security and military issues and is regularly
consulted by academia media armed forces the private sector and government key elements 1 data on the military
organisations equipment inventories and defence budgets of 171 countries 2 analysis of major developments affecting
defence policy and procurement and defence economics arranged region by region 3 key trends in the land sea and air
domains and in cyberspace 4 selected defence procurement programmes arranged region by region 5 full colour graphics
including maps and illustrations 6 extensive explanatory notes and references 7 the hardcopy edition is accompanied
by a full colour wall chart features in the 2021 edition include analytical texts on future maritime competition
battle management systems china s civil military integration and fractures in the arms control environment military
cyber capabilities analysis of developments in defence policy military capability and defence economics and industry
for china egypt finland indonesia russia senegal and the united states a wallchart illustrating global submarine
holdings and key trends in subsurface warfare

Report of the New Zealand Defence Force
2005-11-15

good no highlights no markup all pages are intact slight shelfwear may have the corners slightly dented may have
slight color changes slightly damaged spine
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Defence Transformation in Europe: Evolving Military Roles
2022-02-14

a succinct summary of the military capabilities of new zealand and the problems faced by its armed forces

The Military Balance 2022
2021-02-25

the uk spends approximately 20bn annually on military goods and services around two thirds of the total defence budge
the challenges are constantly evolving and there has been a succession of reforms to the acquisition process each
building on the last and between them delivering significant improvement more recent equipment projects show less
tendency towards cost growth and time slippage there is a more holistic throughlife approach to providing capability
chapter 5 and a stronger and more mutually beneficial relationship with industry chapter 6 around 98 per cent of
major projects deliver the operational performance needed at the front line but they also tend to increase in cost by
an average of 2 8 per cent each year and to suffer delay averaging 5 9 months more projects must be delivered to cost
and time an independent report into defence acquisition by bernard gray available at mod uk nr rdonlyres 78821960
14a0 429e a90a fa2a8c292c84 0 reviewacquisitiongrayreport pdf concluded that overall plans for new equipment were too
ambitious and needed to be scaled down to match the funding likely to be available and management of equipment
portfolios must be improved this strategy is built around those conclusions the framework is designed so that the
ministry of defence will make better decisions about what equipment and wider services to buy how to ensure they are
delivered on time to cost and provide the desired performance and in doing so recognise and properly manage all the
other strands training personnel information doctrine organisation infrastructure and logistics needed to deliver and
sustain effect on the ground

The Military Balance 2021
1979

this first edition of an entirely new publication will for the first time provide comprehensive information on what
is one of the worlds largest military force groupings the european unions 25 member states have defense forces that
include over 1 6 million personnel and inventories that include over 35 000 armored vehicles 2 000 combat aircraft 60
submarines and over 140 major surface vessels chapters will include important facts and figures related to european
defense detail concerning the european union military committee and the european defense agency also included will be
information about european union military roles the eurocorps and european union battlegroups in addition there will
be detail regarding the force structure of the 25 member states and characteristics of the major land sea and air
equipment
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The Armed Forces of the USSR
1977

initiated in 1950 this 2007 edition is the latest in a classic series of books of the same title journalist historian
s l a marshall wrote the first at the behest of gen george c marshall who formed the great citizen army of world war
ii the general believed officers of all services needed to base their professional commitment on a common moral
ethical grounding which s l a marshall set out to explain ever since these books have provided a foundation of
thought conduct standards and duty for american commissioned officers available now to the general public this new
edition takes the series inspirational premise into the new century it educates officers of all services as well as
civilians about the fundamental moral ethical requirements of being a commissioned officer in the armed forces of the
united states understanding the common foundation of commissioned leadership and command of u s military forces is
essential for achieving excellence in the joint operations of today s combat environment this philosophy unites the
officers of the uniformed services in the common calling of supporting defending and upholding the constitution in
service to their country

Management in the Armed Forces
1999

bogens kortmateriale har relation til den 1 og den 2 verdenskrig samt den russisk japanske krig 1904 05
storbritannien frankrig tyskland rusland sovjetunionen de forenede stater usa japan kina

The Armed Forces of New Zealand
2010-02-03

this book focuses on military conscription in 22 countries that represent the world s regions the purpose is to shed
light on the history politics and main events that led to the choice of conscription or professional military forces
in the countries under study while we acknowledge that practical and technological developments played major roles in
this choice we also understand that racial and gender relations social group and political regime dynamics regional
influences and international forces also affected military composition and relations to the rest of the society
through this review we aim at providing an easy to access source of knowledge about military mobilization policies
and historical developments as well as the main ideas politics and events that shaped them through this review we
offer a glimpse on developments that influenced societies and political systems and were reflected in their
militaries
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The Defence strategy for acquisition reform
2011-07-12

this book discusses the contribution of the israel defence forces idf to the building of the social and educational
foundations of the country and its role in the area of immigrant absorption and settlement during the first years of
the israeli state the author examines how under the guidance of david ben gurion israel was able to utilize the
values of military organization to combat severe economic and social difficulties and build a civil society to
underpin the new state

The Armed Forces of the European Union, 2012–2013
2011

though the dust has fallen on admiral vishnu bhagwat episode yet in a democratic country it is equally essential to
acquaint the reader with the other side of the story also the book seeks to demonstrate how the government violated
the provisions of the constitution navy act 1957 and navy regulations statutory in an unprecedented political act
against the disciplinary framework of the armed forces while dismissing the then chief of naval staff in addition
various substantive issues including scams and deals affecting the national security have also been discussed

The Armed Forces Officer
1987

this book discusses the contribution of the israel defence forces idf to the building of the social and educational
foundations of the country and its role in the area of immigrant absorption and settlement during the first years of
the israeli state the author examines how under the guidance of david ben gurion israel was able to utilize the
values of military organization to combat severe economic and social difficulties and build a civil society to
underpin the new state

Twentieth-century Warriors
2015-01

the armed forces of europe have undergone a dramatic transformation since the collapse of the soviet union the
handbook of european defence policies and armed forces provides the first comprehensive analysis of national security
and defence policies strategies doctrines capabilities and military operations as well as the alliances and
partnerships of european armed forces in response to the security challenges europe has faced since the end of the
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cold war a truly cross european comparison of the evolution of national defence policies and armed forces remains a
notable blind spot in the existing literature the handbook of european defence policies and armed forces aims to fill
this gap with fifty one contributions on european defence and international security from around the world the six
parts focus on country based assessments of the evolution of the national defence policies of europe s major medium
and lesser powers since the end of the cold war the alliances and security partnerships developed by european states
to cooperate in the provision of national security the security challenges faced by european states and their armed
forces ranging from interstate through intra state and transnational the national security strategies and doctrines
developed in response to these challenges the military capabilities and the underlying defence and technological
industrial base brought to bear to support national strategies and doctrines and finally the national or multilateral
military operations by european armed forces the contributions to the handbook collectively demonstrate the
fruitfulness of giving analytical precedence back to the comparative study of national defence policies and armed
forces across europe

The Defence Team
2011-10-16

the military covenant states that in exchange for their military service and their willingness to make the ultimate
sacrifice soldiers should receive the nation s support exploring the concept s invention by the army in the late
1990s its migration to the civilian sphere from 2006 and its subsequent entrenchment in public policy ingham seeks to
understand the covenant s progress from the esoteric confines of army doctrine to national recognition drawing on
interviews with senior commanders policy makers and representatives of forces charities this study highlights how the
army deployed the military covenant to convey the pressure on the institution caused by the concurrent combat
operations in iraq and afghanistan while achieving a better deal for soldiers whose sacrifice became all too apparent
the military covenant licensed unprecedented incursion into politics by senior commanders enabling them to out
manoeuvre the blair brown governments and to challenge the existing norms within britain s civil military
relationship as british forces prepare to leave afghanistan this study considers the value britain accords to
military service and whether civilian society will continue to uphold its covenant with those who have served the
nation

A Handbook of Military Conscription and Composition the World Over
2005

this book describes the general organization doctrine and strategy of the soviet armed forces it includes vast array
of topics ranging from the organizational structure of the armed forces in peace and war to personal reminiscences
about life in the barracks and officers clubs the term 2army3 in the title covers not only the land forces but also
strategic rocket air and naval forces much of what mr suvorov writes about soviet military affairs tallies with the
conclusions reached in western analyses
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The Israel Defence Force and the Foundation of Israel
2001

Betrayal of the Defence Forces
2004-12-17

The Israeli Defence Forces and the Foundation of Israel
2019

Badges and Insignia of the Irish Defence Forces
2018-06-20

The Handbook of European Defence Policies and Armed Forces
2016-03-03

The Military Covenant
2001

The Psychological Contract in the Defence Forces
1982

Inside the Soviet Army
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